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Abstract: - This paper presents a simple and efficient switched Ethernet communication protocol for industrial hard real-time LAN applications. The protocol does not need any modifications in the Ethernet hardware and coexists with TCP/IP suites, therefore, the LAN with the protocol can be connected to any existing Ethernet networks and support both real-time traffic and best-effort traffic. Compared to some conventional hard real-time network protocols, the proposed one has better real-time performances, and meets the requirements of reliability for hard real-time system applications.
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1 Introduction
With the increasingly demand for real-time industrial control systems, the ability of computer networks to handle deadline guaranteed “hard” real-time communication is becoming more and more important [1-2]. High bandwidth and determinism are the critical necessary conditions for hard real-time applications [3]. Unlike traditional, bus-based CSMA/CD Ethernet, the switched Ethernet is a star-based topology which can provide collision domain to each of the ports of a switch. Therefore, end-node cooperation is needed only for bandwidth control, not any more to avoid collisions. In addition to this, the full-duplex operation theoretically doubles the bandwidth of the network. This together with serious attempts to adapt Ethernet hardware to industrial environments, make it an interesting alternative for hard real-time communication.

Several researches have been done to treat hard real-time communication. MIL-STD-1533 [4] is an early development of the industrial protocol. It is reliable standard interface for token ring LAN. However, bandwidth is one of the main limiting factors for it. Another protocol, RTCC (Real-Time Communication Control) [5], is centralized approach that has the disadvantage that failure in the controller will lead to the entire network useless, unless some sort of recovery protocol is implemented. Other researches using switched Ethernet for hard real-time communication are studied in [6-7], however, these protocols either bring about complex network structures or need Ethernet hardware modifications to implement.

Recently, new schemes have been proposed based on admission control depending upon quality of service (QoS) and choice of the packet service discipline [8-10]. The common concept of the schemes is establishment of a Real-time Channel: a simplex, virtual connection between source nodes and destination nodes, with a priori guarantees for communication performance in switching networks. In order to provide guaranteed services, resources need to be reserved for every accepted connection [11]. However, most of the applications are no guarantee for strict deadline-sorted hard real-time communication.

On the other hand, RSVP (ReSerVation Protocol) can be used to do reservation at the IP layer [12]. RSVP allows guaranteed service for multicast applications. Therefore, it is appropriate for multimedia communication such as online videoconferencing. However, because RSVP is based on IP, there is no guarantee of deadline in application service lifetime, and have large runtime overhead, therefore, there are few applications in industrial real-time control systems.

Based on the knowledge of above-mentioned QoS architectures and protocols, in our research work, we developed and analyzed a protocol to schedule and control the hard real-time traffic based on the industrial hard real-time communication demands,
without changing the underlying protocols, while still supporting existing upper protocols for the best-effort traffic. In our work, a key strategy to realize hard real-time communication is to manage the traffic to bypass the TCP/IP stacks. This makes considerably reduce the dwell time in the nodes, and increase the achievable data frame rate by evasion of the non-deterministic behavior inherent in the TCP and IP stacks. This is the main point of our work.

The network is set up with nodes and switches, and the hard real-time communication support is handled by software added between the network layer and the data link layer, in the OSI reference model. It can be adopted in industrial hard real-time applications fields such as distributed industrial systems, embedded systems and robotics.

2 Hard real-time communication support

In this section, design and implementation of a switched Ethernet protocol for hard real-time communication are discussed. In subsection 2.1, network architecture is introduced. Subsection 2.2 describes the real-time channel establishment by applying admission control. Subsection 2.3 illustrates the management of hard real-time traffic and best-effort traffic. Lastly, in subsection 2.4, we elaborate feasibility analysis for real-time channel establishment and focus on scheduling of hard real-time data frames.

2.1 Network architecture

We applied a full-duplex switched Ethernet which is connected to existing Internet. A switched Ethernet provides some key benefits over traditional Ethernet, such as full duplex and flow control. Therefore, switches enable flexible network configuration of multiple and simultaneous links between various ports.

In our work, a key strategy to realize hard real-time communication is bypassing of TCP/IP suites. In order to manage this bypass, both the switch and the end-nodes have software --- real-time layer (RT layer) added between the Ethernet protocols and the TCP/IP suite in the OSI reference model. All nodes are connected to the switch and nodes can communicate mutually on the logical real-time channels (RT channel), it is a virtual connection between two nodes of the system respectively. A node can either be real-time node or non real-time node depending on which level QoS is required. Non-real-time node (without RT layer added) can coexist in the network without disturbing the real-time traffic. MAC function, frame buffering and the concentrated transmission arbitration is included in the switch. Therefore, switch has the overall responsibility both for set-up of RT channels and for online control of packets passing through the switch. The RT layer do-nothing to non real-time frames and makes them go through the ordinary circuit with TCP/IP suites.

2.2 RT Channel Establishment

Before the real-time traffic is transmitted, the RT channel should be established. As new real-time requests (channel establishment) are made, they goes through an admission control module that determines if there is sufficient network bandwidth available to satisfy the request of the node. Admission control is the problem of deciding which requests to accept and which to reject based upon the supported QoS, with the goal of maximizing the total profit accrued by the accepted requests. In other words, admission control is the problem of finding a feasible solution with maximum profit.

If the network establishes a transmission request, it first decides on a path from the sending node to the receiving node of that transmission, through which the transmission is being routed. Then it allocates the requested amount of bandwidth and/or buffer space on all links along that path during the time period in which the transmission is active. The allocated resources are released when the connection is completed.

![Fig. 1 Real-Time channel establishment](image)

Fig. 1 describes the establishment of an RT channel.
When a node wants to send hard real-time frames, it directly accesses the RT layer. The RT layer then sends “RT channel establishment request” to the RT traffic management in the switch. The switch then evaluates the feasibility of traffic schedule of that transmission, by applying the admission control. If the schedule is feasible, the switch responses with the network schedule parameters to the sending node. Otherwise, the switch sends out a set of recommended control parameters to the sending node. These control parameters are suggested based on the status of switch queue and the active queue control law.

2.3 Traffic Management

After RT channel is established, only real-time data traffic from the end-node bypasses the TCP/IP stacks and thus considerably reduces the dwell time in the nodes, and increases the achievable data frame rate by evasion of the non-deterministic behavior inherent in the TCP and IP stacks. Here dwell time of a node refers to one of the substantial influence factors for the real-time performance.

The experimental results prove that by using proposed protocol to bypass the TCP/IP stacks can reduce 32% of time comparing with UDP/IP protocol, and more than 50% of time comparing with TCP/IP protocol, even if the proposed protocol needs RT channel establishment and traffic scheduling.

Besides hard real-time traffic, our Ethernet network protocol allows for best-effort traffic without affect the transmission of hard real-time packets. Namely, best-effort traffic (non real-time or soft real-time traffic) come from best-effort protocols (HTTP, SMTP, FTP, etc.) uses the services of the TCP/IP protocol suites and put in an FCFS-sorted (First Come First Serve) queue in the RT layer. In order to achieve this, best-effort traffic is allowed when no hard real-time traffic wants to transmit. When a hard real-time packet becomes ready to transmit again, the RT channel management immediately interrupts the best-effort traffic and goes to the corresponding node, so that the hard real-time traffic may start. The last node visited for best-effort traffic want to transmit.

Because there are two different output queues for each port on the switch, “frame recognizing” is necessary. On that account, the switch has two MAC addresses: one is for control traffic (e.g., RT channel request frames); and the other is for hard real-time traffic over RT channels. And then, the switch will be able to recognize the different kinds of frames: control frames, real-time data frames and best-effort data frames that come from TCP/IP stacks.

2.4 Scheduling of Hard Real-Time Frames

In our star-like network architecture, every end-node is connected with a private virtual link to a switch, so that there is a private traffic link for each direction. But congestion may occur when one node is suddenly receiving lots of packets from the other nodes. Current switches do not provide any guarantees as to which packets will be sent first. We solved this by providing a switch with bandwidth reservation capabilities inside the switch, and used Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling [13] to make decisions as to which packets are forwarded first. This provides guarantees for both bit rates and strict delivery deadlines. The advantage of using EDF in hard real-time traffic was shown in [14], as it is the optimal and dynamic-priority scheduling algorithm under the resource sufficient situation.

First, we check the feasibility of the real-time traffic according to calculate the total utilization of all frames. RT channel of the i-th task is characterized by \( \{T_{pd,i}, C_i, T_{d,i}\} \); where \( T_{pd,i} \) is period of the data, \( C_i \) is time required to complete the execution of the task per the period, \( T_{d,i} \) is the relative deadline used for the EDF scheduling.

The task period \( T_{pd,i} \) can be described as:

\[
T_{pd,i} = T_{n1,i} + T_{n2,i} + T_{ct},
\]

where \( T_{n1,i} \) and \( T_{n2,i} \) are the deadlines of each real-time frame for upload and download, respectively; and \( T_{ct} \) is the delay introduced by the switch. For the input traffic, scheduling analysis can give the worst-case buffering delay, providing thus the hard real-time guarantee.

According to EDF theory, the total utilization of all frames is then calculated as:

\[
U = \sum \frac{C_i}{T_{pd,i}}.
\]

Suppose \( T_{pd,i} \leq T_{d,i} \) for simplicity, it is well known that EDF scheduling is feasible if and only if \( U \leq 1 \).

If the test for task \( i \) succeed and real-time channel is established, hard real-time data frame bypasses the TCP/IP stacks and put in a deadline-sorted queue scheduled by RT layer in the switch and end-nodes.
according to the EDF theory. On the other hand, by reading MAC addresses in control parameters, best-effort traffic is delivered through the circuit including the TCP/IP stacks in an FCFS-sorted queue, and transmits the traffics at the idle time of the schedule.

3 Performance Evaluations

We made a LAN with a full-duplex switched Ethernet and end-nodes, by using desktop computer with AMD-K7(tm) Processor 700MHz and several embedded Ethernet development boards which is produced by YDK Technologies Inc. that provides a hardware platform based on Altera® ACEX™ devices (see Fig. 2). We use a 5-ports Ethernet switch with full-duplex links at 100Mbps. The size of data packet is from 64 bytes to 1538 bytes. There are no modifications in the Ethernet hardware on the NIC.

![LAN with full-duplex switched Ethernet](image)

Below we discuss about the transmission latency of the real-time frame in worst-case situation. When all RT-channel starts simultaneously, or all the messages that use all the capability allowances of the RT channel, RT channel equipped with the longest deadline will be scheduled at last so that it may have the worst-case latency. Here for all RT channels, the maximum latency is characterized by:

\[
T_{m, lat} = \max_i \{ T_{n1,i} + T_{n2,i} + T_{ct} \},
\]

where \(T_{n1,i}\) is the latency from source nodes to switch, \(T_{n2,i}\) is the latency from switch to destination nodes, and \(T_{ct}\) is the latency of the switch.

Besides utilization and worst-case latency, another important performance is a runtime overhead: \(R_i\) defined as:

\[
R_i = \frac{T_{pd,i} - L_i \times 8}{B}.
\]

where \(L_i\) is the length of data in a request frame, \(L_i \times 8\) is the number of bits in the frame; \(T_{pd,i}\) represents the period duration from the startup to the end of the frame, and \(B\) represents the Ethernet bandwidth.

Utilization, Data frame transmission latency and the frame runtime overhead can be obtained by implementing the proposed protocol to the LAN.

Fig. 3 illustrates the utilization on real-time data frame. From the figure we can learn that the trend of utilization is increasing while the traffic increases, until arriving at the peak value that is more than 90%. Sudden decreases happen on the curve sometimes, which is caused by some short frames having pad field whose utilization are lower than longer frames. The utilization curve is always smooth, because we assume the sufficient resources (bandwidth and time specification) have been obtained in our work, when the RT channel is established. Under this circumstance, there should be no overload exists in the real-time channel. The result shows that the deadlines have been met for all data because utilization of all data frames is less than 100% using EDF scheduling. Dynamic priority scheduling with the EDF algorithm has a distinct advantage over fixed priority scheduling: the schedulable bound for EDF is 100% for all task sets [19]. This means that we can fully utilize the computing power of the CPU. Embedded systems are in general fully loaded, as they attempt to get as close to 100% utilization as possible while still maintaining the necessary predictability.

![Utilization on real-time data frame](image)
To the best of our knowledge, except a few implementations of hard real-time communication protocols on Ethernet, most of the protocols are generally soft real-time, which means that there are few protocols provides guarantees for both bit rate and strict delivery deadlines, so that it is difficult to compare them with the proposed hard real-time protocol. Therefore, we made performance comparison of the proposed protocol only with the hard real-time communication protocols: MIL-STD-1553B protocol and RTCC protocol. Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the data frame transmission latency of these three kinds of hard real-time communication protocols. Even for the Ethernet frames that have the data field maximized (1538 bytes in IEEE 802.3 standard), the latency of the proposed protocol is about 620 microseconds. This latency is quite short in a LAN with a full-duplex switched Ethernet at 100 Mbps, and meets the demands of hard real-time communication for industrial distributed control systems.

![Fig. 4 Transmission latency of data frame](image_url)

Runtime overhead of data frames are demonstrated in Fig. 5. The figure shows that the runtime overhead of the proposed protocol is higher than the other hard real-time supported protocols at the small-sized data frame. However, as the data frame size become larger (from about 900 bytes), the proposed protocol has better runtime overhead than the other protocols. In both experiments, only MIL-STD-1553B protocol used 1Mbps Ethernet because it is the nominal speed of the protocol.

Furthermore, in order to evaluate the time effectiveness of hard real-time bypassing the TCP/IP stack, we made experiments with ordinary UDP/IP and TCP/IP protocols comparing with the proposed protocol (see Fig. 6). The result shows that by using the proposed protocol to bypass the TCP/IP stacks can reduce 32% of the time comparing with UDP/IP protocol, and more than 50% of the time comparing with TCP/IP protocol even if the proposed protocol needs RT channel establishment and EDF scheduling.

![Fig. 5 Runtime overhead of data frame](image_url)

![Fig. 6 Transmission latency comparison](image_url)

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a simple and efficient switched Ethernet communication protocol for industrial hard real-time applications. The network is set up with nodes and a switch; both switch and end nodes have an RT layer added to support hard real-time traffic. The proposed protocol establishes a virtual link between source nodes and destination nodes by applying admission control based upon the requested QoS. Hard real-time traffic from the end-node bypasses the TCP/IP stacks and thus considerably speed up real-time communication. Real-time traffic scheduling is performed according to dynamic-priority EDF algorithm, therefore it is flexible and efficient.

In the proposed work, there are no modifications in the Ethernet hardware on the NIC. This allows connecting the Ethernet LAN to existing Internet
networks. Thus, it can be adopted in industrial hard real-time applications such as embedded systems, distributed control systems and robotics.

We have constructed a simple Ethernet LAN with the proposed protocol and evaluated the protocol. Through the comparison with some conventional hard real-time network protocols, we have shown that the proposed protocol has better real-time performances, and meets the requirements of reliability for hard real-time systems.

One of our further works is to implement the proposed protocol in the multi-layer, many switches real-time communication systems.
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